Upper 3 Group Update
Dear Parent,
In this flyer you will find information about some of the topics we will be working on this term, and
ways in which you can support their learning at home.

What we will do in school…

What you could do together at home…

Life Skills/ Food Technology
We are looking at living on the budget
this term. We will be discussing the
things that need to be paid for such as
food bills, electricity bills etc. We will
also be looking at the cost of ingredients
we will be using in food technology.
Literacy
This term we are focusing on a nonfiction topic; ‘Interesting Lives’. We will
be looking at people of interest and
thinking about different ways of writing
and displaying information about these

Discuss things that need to be paid for
during everyday life. When out shopping
talk about the prices of different brands
and how items need to be budgeted for.

Talk about different people of interest.
Look at different ways of gaining
information; television, internet, books,
newspapers, magazines and talk about
which information is most useful.

people.
Humanities
We will be looking at archaeology and
different protest movements in History
this term. We will explore how
archaeological digs help us to find out
about the past.

Discuss things that we have learnt from
the past.
If out in the community look at older
buildings and any historical monuments.

PSHE/Social Skills
In PSHE we are looking at individuals and

Talk about the community you live in.

the community. During social skills

Have conversations about different

sessions we will be looking at conversation

subjects. Ensure each person listens to

skills and playing team games.

the others’ answer.

Maths

Look at different shopping receipts and

We will be focusing on the topic of

add up the items. Add up items in your

number this half term. We will be

trolley as you are shopping.

exploring place value and different ways
We
have attached
our weekly
timetable
of adding,
subtracting,
multiplying
and fo:

Talk about the value of numbers e,g tens,

dividing.

hundreds and thousands.

We have attached our weekly timetable for you. Please note: Any changes will be sent home in
diary.

PE – every Thursday
Please send a PE kit. We encourage students to develop their personal hygiene
skills during this session by applying deodorant after they have finished the PE
session.

Spare Clothes
Through sessions out in the community, art and other activities, there may be occasions when a spare
set of clothes are needed to be kept in school. Please send a spare set of clothes that can be kept in
the individual’s locker, in case they should need to change.

Home-School Book
We will try to write in the home-school book regularly to let you
know about anything non-routine, how your child has been, and
anything else we think you would like to hear about their day. We
will also put important letters in the book. Please read the book
every day.

Please feel free to write what your child has been up to at home, any new achievements and any
concerns or questions you may have. If your child has missed breakfast, or had a bad night’s sleep –
please let us know so that we can care for them accordingly.

Thank you for taking the time to read this flyer. If you have any other queries, please don’t hesitate
to contact us.

Nikki , Bex, Gabriel and David – Upper 3 Team

